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Introduction

Perianal Paget’s Disease (PD) is a rare skin neoplasm that
presents distinct clinical and histopathological character-
istics. This scientific article explores an atypical case of
perianal PD in a 42-year-old male patient, which differs
from the prevalence characteristics observed in the
literature.

Case Report

Amale patient, 42 years old, was referred from primary care,
complaining of a hyperemic perianal lesion for a year, with a
progressive increase in extension and recurrent episodes of
local abscesses with spontaneous drainage. On physical
examination, he showed perianal hyperemia associated
with bilateral leukoplastic lesions accompanied by a right
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Abstract Introduction This article describes an unusual case of perianal Paget’s Disease in a 42-
year-old man, highlighting distinct characteristics about more typical cases.
Case report 42-year-old male patient with persistent perianal lesion, recurrent
abscesses, and discomfort. Magnetic resonance imaging indicated a possible fistulous
path. Biopsy revealed secondary anal Paget’s disease and adenocarcinoma. Chemo-
therapy and radiotherapy treatment demonstrated a positive response.
Discussion Perianal Paget’s Disease is a rare condition of the anal canal that is part of
the Extramammary Paget’s Disease (EMPD) group. Symptoms include itching, pain,
perianal bleeding, and skin lesions. Diagnosis can be challenging and usually involves
performing a histopathological biopsy associated with an immunohistochemical study.
Treatment varies andmay involve surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. Due to the
rarity of the disease, the best therapeutic approach is not yet well defined, and follow-
up is essential due to the risk of recurrence.
Conclusion Perianal Paget’s Disease is rare and requires differentiation from other
conditions. Early detection is essential to prevent malignancy.
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lateral ulcerated lesion, with pain when pulling the buttocks
apart, not tolerating rectal examination. AnMRI of the pelvis
was requested, showing a slight increase, in contrast, uptake
in the right posterior perianal region, with a band-like
appearance extending to posterior and inferior planes to
consider the possibility of a small perianal fistulous path. A
biopsy of the perianal lesion was chosen, the pathology of
which suggested adenocarcinoma. Complemented study
with immunohistochemistry that showed secondary anal
Paget’s disease, metachronically associated with infiltrative
adenocarcinoma of the anal glands. The patient started
treatment with clinical oncology showing response and
lesion reduction after the third session of chemotherapy
and radiotherapy.

Discussion

Perianal Paget’s Disease is a very rare condition, accounting
for less than 1% of anal canal pathologies.1 This disease is
included in a group of pathologies called Extramammary
Paget’s Disease (EMPD), which is a more frequent condition
in the vulvar region, but can affect other regions such as the
perianal region, perineum, scrotum, and armpit, as it affects
the apocrine glands of the epidermis.2 This disease is one of
the four named by the British pathologist and surgeon, James
Paget (1814- 1889), among which: Extramammary Paget’s
disease, Paget’s disease, breast Paget’s disease, and Paget’s
abscess, with DPEM being considered a pre-existing lesion.
-malignant because it is characterized by high-grade intra-
epithelial dysplasia that can degenerate into adenocarcino-
ma.2 The work of Rudnicki et al,3 as an example,
demonstrated that within a universe of 30 patients with
this pathology, around 40% had invasive adenocarcinoma, as
in the case of the patient in this study, with an estimated
average survival of 16 years.3

In the current epidemiological scenario, it is clear in the
literature that the predominance of this type of skin neoplasm

is more prevalent in Caucasianwomen aged 60-80 years,3 but
the incidence and prevalence vary according to the region,
with some studies highlighting the predominance in men
Asians.4 In the case presented here, the patient was 42 years
old and male, in disagreement with some literature.

Symptoms may vary from patient to patient, but the
clinical picture commonly presents with perianal itching,
which may have pain or bleeding with defecation, generally
presenting as an erythematous lesion with defined borders,
which may have scaling and associated lymphadenopathy.5

However, the patient of the aforementioned case presented a
picture for more than a year of bilateral leukoplastic lesions
in the perianal region, painful to the touch, with ulcerated
regions, inwhich these characteristics already demonstrate a
more advanced process of the disease, which was later
confirmed to be an adenocarcinoma secondary to perianal
Paget’s disease. Furthermore, the present case endorses the
characteristics of delayed diagnosis of DPEM,which ismostly
carried out 7 to 10 years after the appearance of the initial
lesions.6,7 Therefore, to investigate this pathology, biopsy is
of great importance. histopathological analysis associated
with an immunohistochemical study. On biopsy, the most
common characteristics of DPEM are intraepithelial infiltra-
tion by large atypical neoplastic cells and a hypochromic
halo.6 In immunohistochemical investigation, some studies
indicate variable positivity for CK7 and positivity for CK20
and CDX2. The patient’s immunohistochemistry report in
this case was positive for CDX2 (►Fig. 1) and CK20 (►Fig. 2),
but negative for CK7.8

Due to the rarity of this disease and the few studies
presented in the literature, the best therapeutic approach
is not yet well defined, making it necessary to individualize
each case and establish whether it will be surgical, clinical
treatment, or both. Wide local resection of the lesion is
usually the first approach to be established, but achieving
adequate surgical margins is a challenge in perianal Paget’s
disease as it is difficult to detect macroscopically, in

Fig. 1 CDX2–100x (Nuclear positivity).
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addition to the technical difficulty due to the anatomical
restriction of the anal canal. Histologically, the disease may
be present in normal-appearing surrounding tissue due to the
multifocal or projection growth pattern. One of the options, in
addition to wide local excision, would be Mohs micrographic
surgery,2,5 widely used in skin cancer resections, which con-
sists of repeated analyses of frozen sections intra-operatively
until free margins are obtained. However, this technique may
have limited use due to the challenging exposure and time
required to perform the surgery in the prone or lithotomy
position.9 In some cases, if negative margins cannot be
obtained with preservation of sphincter integrity or if there
is associated malignancy in the anus or rectum, an abdomi-
noperineal resection may be necessary. However, due to the
morbidity associated with these surgical treatment strategies
and case series demonstrating high recurrence rates,10 other
options have been used in combination or alone, with variable
success, such as the topical use of imiquimod11,12 and radio-
therapy.13–15 Moller et al.16 proposed a classification and
treatment scheme based on the stage of the disease
(►Table 1).16

In the case of the patient reported here, in addition to
Paget’s disease, metachronous infiltrative adenocarcinoma
of the anal glands was found, which would correspond to
stage II B of this classification presented here. Therefore, it
was decided to treat the malignancy, which in this case
consists of neoadjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy
before surgical resection. After treatment, some authors
advocate strict monitoring due to the high risk of recurrence,
carrying out a physical examination at least annually, with
biopsy and colonoscopy at intervals of two to three years.5

Conclusion

Paget’s disease is rare in the perianal region and needs to be
differentiated from other pathologies such as benign peria-
nal fistulas. It is important to check the chronicity of the
lesion to have an early clinical suspicion to avoid malignant
transformation as occurred in this case.
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Fig. 2 CK20–100x (Cytoplasmic Positivity).

Table 1 Classification and treatment of extramammary Paget’s disease

Stage Description Treatment

I Epidermal/intradermal Paget’s cells found in
perineal, scrotal, or vulvar area

WLE/MMS/TSE; if not amenable to resection or patient
refusal of surgical treatment, consider 5% imiquimod

II A Epidermal/intradermal Paget’s disease with
involvement anal canal

WLE plus transanal resection

II B Epidermal/intradermal Paget’s with
synchronous malignancies

Treat the malignancy accordingly (e.g., abdominoperinel
resection for rectal malignancy)

III Epidermal/intradermal Paget’s with node
involvement (inguinal, iliac)

Chemotherapy

IV Paget’s disease with distant metastases of
associated carcinoma

Chemotherapy, radiotherapy, local palliative treatment

Abbreviations: MMS, Mohs micrographic surgery; TSE traditional surgical excision; WLE, wide local excision.
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